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Classes Times
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Sunday 9am-9:50am
Puppies, Classes 2, 4, 6
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All classes; no Puppies

NOTICES
4 February 2018
Welcome Back
Classes recommence.
Summer training times
9:00 am – 11:00 am.
25 February
Moonee Valley Festival
11 March
Labour Day Weekend
NO TRAINING
17 March
Obedience & Rally
Trialx2 Southern
Obedience Dog
Training Club
NOTE: The Committee of NODC Inc. and the editor of the Howler reserve the right to edit all copy including advertising.
The opinions expressed in articles published in the Howler are not necessarily those of the Committee or the editor.
The Club assumes no responsibility for false or misleading claims made in copy submitted to this newsletter.
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From the Editor

Barbara Van Meurs

Welcome to the year of the dog. While it may be every year for some of us this
is official and hopefully we can all celebrate it. The front page is by Denise
Gardner and other great articles are prepared by Glyn Burnup and Peter Dapiran
with contributions by Frances Hammer and Cheryl Yeoh. If you have any
comments to make please either email them to the Club or hand them in to the
front desk of the office. Any original articles prepared by members would be
much appreciated. Meanwhile keep your canine friends cool this hot summer.

President’s Podium

Leo Carroll

Welcome to 2018. I hope everyone is feeling revitalised
after a few weeks off. My previous President’s address was
at the 2017 AGM. Not much has changed since then and I
hope everyone enjoyed the end of year festivities.
At the end of 2017 I took time to reflect and the one thing
that stood out to me is that some of the issues we face
today have been around for a long time. The following
quote is often attributed to Albert Einstein, ““The definition
of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, but
expecting different results”
I think the actual quote was “Problems cannot be solved with the same mind set that
created them.” The point is that to resolve some of these problems we need to think
and act differently but that doesn’t mean we need to change everything. Some
problems don’t need to be solved, i.e. you can live with them. Additionally, you don’t
want an over complicated solution, e.g. when space travel was “en vogue” the
Americans spent millions of dollars creating the anti-gravity pen that could write in
space. The Russians, faced with the same problem, used a pencil. The bottom line is
let’s be smart about what we change and what we keep the same and acknowledge
that we can’t fix everything at once.
We continue to look for volunteers to spread the work load but we need also to look for
ways to reduce work effort or remove bottlenecks. We know that a large percentage of
our membership is transient by nature. The focus in the past has been to try and
engage these people to stay on and create an interest in obedience trialling.
What if we could help these people understand their objectives and recognise when
their objective has been achieved so they can refocus on the next objective? From an
administration perspective we can predict with reasonable accuracy the peaks and
troughs. There must be ways to reduce the bottle necks by spreading out the work load
so not everything has to happen on a Sunday morning.
It is time to focus on 2018 and make it a year that makes a difference and set some
goals. We are collectively the Northern Obedience Dog Club. If you google the definition
of club you will find the following definition “an association dedicated to a particular
interest or activity”. The interest or activity is “Dog Obedience”. Handlers need to take
responsibility for their own progression.
1. What is important to you? The club is made up of individuals. Not everyone
has the same objectives.
2. What does success look like to you? How do you know when you’ve reached
your objective? Is it class 1, class 2, obedience trialling or something totally
different?
3. How committed are you to your objectives? If you want to progress through
classes are you giving your dog the best chance?

Write or contribute an
article, story, photo,
comic, joke, idea, etc. to
the Howler!
All we need is your
Name & your Source!
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IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO NEW (AND OLD) MEMBERS
Frances Hammer and Denise Gardner

Members need to be aware that they are responsible for their dog’s behaviour and must be considerate
about interaction with other Member’s dogs. Not all dogs like to be petted or like to play with other dogs.
If other people or dogs come too close, some dogs get nervous, anxious or stressed and their behaviour
can change.
To help such dogs a Space Jacket is provided by NODC to be worn by a dog in class to indicate that it
needs ‘space’. This is for dogs who are uncomfortable and whose behaviour may change negatively
when people or other dogs get too close. A minimum distance of 2 metres is suggested. Please respect
this need.
At NODC, we want all dogs to be comfortable and feel safe and we want people in class to be able to
relax and to concentrate on the instruction given to the class. The jackets are available on loan from the
clubrooms prior to class and must be returned after class. You can consider purchasing your jacket from
the Club or Black Dog.

REMINDERS
Please keep a lead on your dog at all times, even between
classes, unless asked to remove it by your class instructor.
Remember to adhere to Club Rules and listen to the
instructors.
While you are at the Club you are responsible for you and your
dog’s actions. Ensure there is sufficient space between each
dog so that they are unable to play with another dog or make
another dog feel uncomfortable.

2018 ClassES

Classes for 2018 are on Summer
time and start at 9am for Puppy &
“Even numbered classes”, and
10am for “Odd numbered
classes”.
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A 2018 Dog’s New Year’s Resolutions
Happy New Year! Are you making personal resolutions this year? If so, your canine buddy will stand
faithfully by your side throughout 2018, offering love, support, puppy kisses, and tail wags as you strive to
meet your objectives. In fact, your dog may even have a few goals of his own!

Perfect Begging Techniques
A dog is very good at getting us to fork over yummy snacks. Those big sad eyes are hard to resist!
However, your pooch may still be working on that starving-puppy expression that is so effective at scoring
him treats. (If you can’t resist your pet’s theatrics, give him something healthy, like a carrot stick. Begging
is bad petiquette!)

Don’t Catch That Pussy Cat!
Many of our playful canine friends just can’t resist running after pussy cats. Fido may very well try even
harder this year!

Eat More Treats!
If there’s one thing that can always get that cute tail going, it’s snacks! It’s fine for you to help Fido
achieve this goal by giving him the occasional snack. After all, treats are a great training aid, and can also
help you bond with your pet. Just don’t go overboard: you don’t want to spoil your four-legged friend, or
have him become obese!

Defeat The Vacuum Cleaner
Vacuuming regularly will help remove dust, fur, and dander from your carpets. It’s also a great help at
fighting fleas. However, Fido sees the vacuum as a terrifying machine that takes away the smells he
worked so hard to leave!

Explore
Dogs are very curious, and love conquering new patches of grass. Take your four-legged friend to a new
trail or park in 2018!

More Car Rides
Does your canine companion love going for car rides? Fido would love to ride around even more this year.
Just be sure to always keep your pooch crated for travel: it’s much safer!

Score More Belly Rubs
As far as dogs are concerned, belly rubs are among the best things in life. Ear scratches and back scratches,
and being petted are also pretty high on the list. Help Fido achieve this important goal! Spend lots of time
with your pooch in 2018. It will be good for both of you!
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Written by Glyn Burnup

Hello to the Year of The Dog (Brown Earth Dog)!
According to the Chinese Zodiac, the Dog is the symbol of loyalty and honesty. People born in this year
(or in years 1922, 1934, 1946, 1958, 1970, 1982, 1994 or 2006) are said to possess the best traits
of human nature so like our companions – they are honest, friendly, loyal, smart, straightforward, and
venerable and have a strong sense of responsibility.
A warm welcome back to fun and frivolity on the field with your experienced old companion or the
start of your journey with your new furry friend. Remember that our classes start an hour earlier in the
warm weather of February and March and that our canine and human friends and family members
require extra care in the heat.
If you were one of the many people who now have a new dog for Christmas, an interesting journey is
under way. One of the worries that both new and old hands experience is how our dogs react to us
going back to work after a nice long break together.

The Problem - Separation Anxiety
When a new dog comes into a household it is generally the centre of attention, especially a puppy with
its soft coat and beautiful eyes, just calling out to be picked up and cuddled. Visitors to the household,
neighbours, friends and all children within a 1km radius will all want to be part of this activity.
For many puppies this is their introduction to the household - constant attention and love - then out of
nowhere, A Great Big Nothing…… children go back to school, grownups go to work and rather abruptly
there is no one to play with. For many dogs this can be devastating.
Last year we were fortunate enough to have Dr Diane van Rooy from 'Dog & Cat Behaviour
Consultations' (www.drdi.com.au) to give us an information evening. What a treat! Keep an eye open for
our occasional visiting speakers by regularly checking our club website announcements
(www.northernobedience.com.au) and Facebook page www.facebook.com/NorthernObedienceDogClub)

All club members are very welcome.
Dr van Rooy began by defining Separation Anxiety, the signs to look for and ways of easing this
distressing problem. She was kind enough to allow me to include parts of her discussion in this article.
“What is it?”
Signs of behavioural and physiological distress that occur only in the absence or perceived absence of
family members. The most important words in this definition are “distress” and “occur only”.
Affected dogs are distressed, some are panicked, some are anxious. Signs appear within a few
minutes of family leaving home and often peak within 20 minutes. If the distressed behaviours are
occurring when family are present, it is not separation anxiety. Some dogs are distressed when left
totally alone but are OK if there is any person or other animal present. Some dogs are distressed only
in the absence of one particular family member.
“What might we see?”
The overt signs may include vocalisation, destruction, house soiling, self-trauma and escape attempts.
The subtler signs can present as pacing, trembling, panting, hypersalivation, hypervigilance, loss of
appetite and sometimes diarrhoea and vomiting.
Your dog may exhibit some of these signs but they could be related to different factors. For example,
self-trauma may indicate a skin problem or pain while house destruction can be seen in young animals
becoming bored and looking for something to do.

NODCfactors.
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Your dog may exhibit some of these signs but they could be related to different
For example,
self-trauma may indicate a skin problem or pain while house destruction can be seen in young animals

continued
“How do I find out?”

Technology offers a number of solutions. Use your phone to record if your dogs are vocalising
when you leave the house, or leave your computer webcam on to observe their behaviour.
Once you’ve observed and noted down the signs and behaviours, start by consulting your veterinarian.
Many of the presenting signs can be caused by medical conditions which need to be ruled out. Many
vets also have additional qualifications in behaviour and can diagnose separation anxiety and develop
a treatment plan, or they can refer you to a veterinary behaviour specialist.
“What should I do?”
Over recent years the suggested treatment for Separation Anxiety has changed considerably, with the
first rule now being No Punishment.
NOW / Immediate Action
 NO punishment
 Teach independence while at home, Teach relaxation
 Doggy day care, friends, take to work, access to bedroom
 Low key departures and arrivals, Medication, Pheremones

Now our treatment is focused more on rewarding independent and relaxed behaviours while owners
are home.
Doggy day care and friends minding your dog may help those dogs distressed only when left totally
alone. It may not help those dogs relying on one particular family member to feel secure. Sometimes,
allowing anxious dogs access to the house & bedroom when they are alone does help them to cope.
Obviously, the risk of material destruction needs to be taken into account.
Medication is often needed for dogs suffering separation anxiety. Seek professional help. The aim of
medication is not sedation, it is to aid the dog to settle, to a point where it is enough for the dog to
learn, and to normalise brain chemistry. Pheromones such as Adaptil collars can help some dogs.
PREVENTION can include
 Start leaving alone early on and show that good stuff happens when alone
 Provide low key departures and arrivals
 Throwing away the food bowl, exercise, crate training and another dog.
Any behaviour is the result of genetics combining with the environment and the learning experiences of
the individual dog. Separation anxiety is seen in some family lines.
Provide toys and stuffed treats as you leave or hide treats around the house to keep dog entertained.
Exercise can contribute significantly to the treatment of depression in people and can also assist
anxious dogs. Going for an early morning walk has been shown to help some dogs, provided that there
is a break of at least 30 minutes between the walk and the owner leaving for the day.
Crates can provide a safe haven for anxious dogs. However confining dogs within a crate to limit
destruction can create panic in some dogs, and result in injuries. It should be considered very carefully
and only used if dogs can be monitored. Never use confinement if it will increase the anxiety.
Dr Diane van Rooy is engaged in research in this area and says that separation anxiety is a true
behavioural disorder. It is common and can be treated.
If you have any concerns about your dog’s behaviour or wellbeing, please be proactive! The longer you
leave a potential problem, the more difficult it may be to overcome.
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2017 Christmas Party
Once again the Christmas party was a great success. Thanks to all who participated and in particular to
Prime 100 Dog Foods for providing prizes for the competitions. The following are just a few photos of
participants with more available on the Club’s Facebook page.

Results from Game Day:
Fastest Recall

1st - Phil Cottrell & Moose
2nd - Cheryl Yeoh & Sookie
3rd - Cherylyn McGurgan & Bentleigh
Doggie Baseball
1st - Cindy Harrison & Vegas
2nd - Veronica Artono & Sora Luna
3rd - Ken Owen & Winter
Egg & Spoon Race
1st - Rhonda McIntyre & Mia
2nd - Cheyl Yeoh & Sookie
3rd - Linda Green & Juno
Number of Treats in the Jar - 63
Jenny Guadagnuolo
Adult Simon Says
1st - Cherylyn McGurgan & Bentleigh
2nd - Janet Kearney & Baci
3rd - Glyn Burnup & Gracie

Fancy Dress
1st - Cherylyn McGurgan & Bentleigh
2nd - Grady Hansen & Vegas
3rd - Rhonda McIntyre & Mia
Missing Winners enjoyed their Prime prizes but please
contact the Club to be listed in the next issue.
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Name

Dog name

Breed

Yasmin Kennedy
Glen Roy
Annie Fox
Stephanie Vincent-Fox
Kim Fenton
Lauren Hunt
Tiffany Iannazzo
Nathan Boekhorst
Neil Perch
John Ladezfa

Baxter
Archie
Pookie

Labrador X Beagle
Groodle
Greyhound

Willow
Winston
Audrey

Bichon Frise
French Bulldog
Australian Shepherd

Billie
Chester

Kelpie X
Cavoodle

Gail Haby

Patch

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel X

Desiree Blythe
Paul Reichelt

Harry
Ollie

Standard Poodle
Bull Arab X Wolfhound

Suet Nee Lee

Milo

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

Chee Ong Tan
Mirna Aparicio
Ava & Pat Mollica

Mali
Tommy

Cavoodle
Cavoodle

Gabbie & Daniel Ciavarella

George

Miniature Dachshund

Maria & Juliette Tsakissiris

Teddy

Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier

George Perdios

Perlita

Labrador

Matthew & Sophie Cleaves

Mina

Schnoodle

Joel & Katelyn Smith
Michael Albanese
Casey Anderson
Matthew Vernar

Sully
Dixie
Bones
Xenos

Greyhound
Dalmatian
Bulldog X
Labrador

Natalie & Dominic Murphy

Miley

Border Collie X Staffordshire Terrier

Luciano & Carmel Carrea

Boston

French Bulldog

Shelley So
Michael Freedman
Gabriella Rosati

Tiger

Jack Russell Terrier X Poodle

Chester

Pomeranian
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JOIN THE DOTS to find who it is!

Play Nice!

Denise Gardner

What Does Acceptable Behaviour Look Like?
Owners often have difficulty distinguishing between appropriate and
inappropriate play. Some may think that perfectly acceptable play
behaviour is bullying because it involves growling, biting, and apparently
pinning the playmate to the ground. Appropriate play can, in fact, look
and sound quite ferocious.
The difference is in the response of the playmate. If both dogs appear to
be having a good time and no one's getting hurt, it's usually fine to allow
the play to continue. Thwarting your dog's need to play by stopping him

every time he engages another dog, even if it's rough play, can lead to other behaviour problems. With a bully, the
playmate clearly does not enjoy the interaction. The softer dog may offer multiple appeasement and deference
signals that are largely or totally ignored by the canine bully. The harassment continues, or escalates.
Any time one play partner is obviously not having a good time, it's wise to intervene. A traumatic play experience
can damage the softer dog’s confidence and potentially induce a life-long fear aggression or "Reactive Rover"
response - definitely not a good thing! Some bullies seem to spring from the box full blown, meaning there could be
a genetic element behind this type of personality. However, there can certainly be a learned component of any
bullying behaviour. As Jean Donaldson reminds us, the act of harassing a "non-consenting dog" is in and of itself
reinforcing for bullies.
By definition, a behaviour that's reinforced continues or increases - hence the importance of intervening with a
bully at the earliest possible moment, rather than letting the behaviour become more and more ingrained through
reinforcement. As with most behaviour modification, prognosis is brightest if the dog is young, if he hasn't had
much chance to practice the unwanted behaviour, and if he has not been repeatedly successful at it.
From Whole Dog Journal

supplied by Frances Hammer
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A HUGE STEP TOWARD STAMPING OUT PUPPY FACTORIES

RSPCA Victoria says illegal puppy and kitten factories could become a thing of the past after the Victorian
Parliament today passed legislation that will show where puppies and kittens are being bred, and by whom.
CEO Dr Liz Walker said the amendments to the Domestic Animals Act were momentous.
“From 2019, every single puppy and kitten buyer will be able to find out exactly where their potential pet was
bred,” Dr Walker said. “This change alone could bring an end to the despicable illegal breeding practices that our
Inspectorate works hard to uncover and shut down.
“Illegal operators will no longer be able to slip under the radar because anyone selling or advertising a puppy,
kitten, dog or cat for sale will need to get a source number from the Pet Exchange Register, and use it in all
advertising.” Dr Walker said at present, RSPCA Victoria could not account for where around 60,000 puppies born
in Victoria each year had been bred. “If we don’t know where a kitten or pup was bred, we can’t possibly know
what conditions they or their mum have been living in.
“From 2019, it’ll be no source number, no sale. It’s that simple. It will be an offence to advertise a puppy or kitten
without a source number, and it will no longer be possible to register a microchip without a source number for the
breeder. “Of course, we will still be encouraging every person thinking of getting a new pet to visit the breeder as
well, to check out the welfare of the mothers and their babies for themselves.”
Dr Walker said RSPCA Victoria’s long-term goal was to see one, legally enforceable standard applying to every
single dog or cat bred in Victoria, with no exemptions. “RSPCA Victoria believes that all breeding animals should
be provided with the same level of care and concern for welfare, irrespective of who is breeding them. That’s a
long-term goal for us.”
Reprinted from RSPCA Victoria Media release supplied by Cheryl Yeoh
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Class Exercises
Puppies (8 weeks to 24 weeks)
No exercises are tested for promotion to
next class:
 Socialisation with all puppies on lead;
 Retrieve on the flat on lead;
 Recall on lead;
 Puppy push up
 Heeling on a short lead;
 Examination of Puppy;
 Stays;
 Games, Q&A Session.

Class 1
Exercises tested for promotion to
next class:
 Heel normal pace;
 Sit;
 Stand (alongside handler);
 Right-about Turn;
 Sit Stay (complete exercise);
 Recall on lead (Dog does not have to sit)
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat (on lead);
 Drop.

Class 2
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class One exercises plus:
 Heel slow pace;
 Right turn;
 Recall on lead dog to sit in front of the
handler;
 Stand Stay;
 Stand for Examination (handler in front)
(Food may be used as a lure.);
 Drop from Sit (beside and in front of
handler).
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat (on lead);
 Dog Introduction.

Class 3
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class Two exercises plus:
 Heel fast pace;
 Heel in figure 8 including sits;
 Automatic sit;
 Drop while heeling;
 Left turn and Left about turn. (both
methods);
 Stand for examination (handler in front.)
(Food may be used only as a reward.);
 All stays progressing to lead on ground
(Sit 30 sec Down 1 minute)
 Finish to recall on lead;
 Recall off lead dog; dog to sit in front.
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat on lead.

Class 4 (Community Companion Dog)
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class 3 exercises plus,
 Heel on lead with lead in the left hand;
 Small amount of heeling off lead;
 All stays off lead (when dog is reliable, long
lead if not) (Sit 1 minute Down 3 minutes);
 Recall and return to dog.
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat off lead;
 Drop from the Stand position (handler in
front of dog);
 Finish to the recall;
 Ring Craft.

Class 5 (Novice)
Exercises tested for promotion to next
class:
 All Class Four exercises plus,
 Heel free;
 Recall off lead (complete exercise 12
metres);
 All stays off lead if reliable.
(Sit 1 minute down 3 minutes);
 Stand for examination off lead;
 Retrieve on the flat.
Other
to be taught but not
Class exercises
6
tested:
Full Open Program
 Commence high & broad jumps;
Class
7 Craft.
 Ring
Full UD Program
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The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
Dr Peter Dapiran

 Assistance dogs have proven to be very valuable in helping people overcome stressful
situations in a range of settings. The Australian Government Department of Veterans’
Affairs is conducting a trial to test the efficacy of assistance dogs in the treatment of
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder in war veterans. The trial will be conducted over a fouryear period.
 Sentience: the ability to perceive one’s environment, and experience sensations such as
pain, suffering, pleasure, and comfort. The Victorian government will be introducing a
new Animal Welfare Act in 2019 that recognises animals as sentient beings. The Act
will apply not only to domestic pets but also to farm and wild animals. The Act
acknowledges that a civilised society cares about its animals.
 In contrast, a retrograde step in the UK. Part of the UK’s process of extricating itself
from the European Union involves adoption of EU law into British law. In adopting
animal welfare legislation, British MPs have voted to reject the inclusion of animal
sentience in the UK legislation. By rejecting the fact that animals feel pain and
emotions, the new legislation risks the decline of animal welfare in the UK.
 At the end of last year’s academic year at the University of Hong Kong, students feeling
pre-exam stress could book a 30-minute session with a therapy dog. Jasper, the nineyear-old English Sheepdog, opened his clinic in the main library. Jasper knows a thing
or two about stress. He spent some time in an animal shelter before being rescued by a
member of the University’s staff, and given his new career as a therapy dog.
 Let slip the dogs of war. Two German Shepherds attacked a girl and her father in a
Canberra suburb. The dogs have been responsible for other attacks in the past. The
dogs lived on a property owned by the US Embassy. The dogs were deported.
 The British Veterinary Association has launched a campaign to bring to people’s
attention the health problems of flat-faced dogs such as Pugs and French Bulldogs. It
suggests that those looking for a pet think twice about buying one of the flat-faced
(brachycephalic) varieties. Generations of breeding that have focused on looks have
resulted in producing animals that have great difficulty in breathing, and subject to
respiratory, skin and eye problems. “Snorting” in such animals is not normal but a sign
of breathing distress. #BreedToBreathe.
 Hong Konger Chang Chuen-man had the experience of a lifetime trekking in the
Himalayas back in 2015. Just before leaving Nepal, a devastating earthquake struck,
so he stayed to help. He noticed the large numbers of stray dogs that were suffering in
the aftermath. So, he galvanised the animal welfare agencies and vets in Nepal to help
the strays, and raised the money to cover medical costs. He’s still at it even though he
now lives in Australia.
 Near Stratford-on-Avon, home of Shakespeare, is a street lamp – the first in the UK
powered by dog poo. Dog walkers feed their dog’s poo into a container and then turn a
handle. The waste is broken down by bacteria that generate methane to burn in the
lamp. Ten poos will run the lamp for two hours. A solution to our power shortages.
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Kepala Pet Resort, situated in tranquil countryside, provides five star luxury
accommodations, including large grassed areas where your dog can play safely.
Kepala Pet Resort is operated by Kevin and Pauline Lacy, family and staff.
Visit our website for more information: http://www.kepala.com.au/
We invite you to visit and view our complex prior to making a booking.
Address: 55 Edwards Rd, Diggers Rest, Victoria 3427 | Phone: (03) 9740 1272
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Northern Obedience
Dog Club is a
non-profit organisation
staffed by volunteers
dedicated to promoting the
training and understanding of the dog,
so that it can be accepted as a true
companion in our urban society.
The Club trains people to train their dogs
to be obedient, companionable and
useful. The club provides you with the
opportunity to train your dog, and the
fact that our club and others like us exist,
show how much interest in dog training
as a hobby has increased. Training for
most people can be a hobby that is
enjoyed by both dog and owner.
See our website for more details.
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Northern Obedience Dog Club

Helping YOU train your dog!

Looking for photos and updates?

LIKE us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/Northern
ObedienceDogClub

